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SCENIC SPAS

SALLY MORGAN PACKS HER HIKING BOOTS AND HER BIKINI READY TO
INVESTIGATE THE ULTIMATE IN OFF THE BEATEN TRACK LUXURY

Spa trek

Imagine for a moment: The intense heat of the

day has subsided into a gentle warmth. The

sun is a molten ruby hovering on the horizon,

reflected in the aqua stillness of your private

infinity pool. Faint noises of distant creatures

bellowing in the dusk harmonise perfectly with

the primeval landscape all around you. Outside

your lodge, you can see nothing that has been

created by man. You’re in a natural wilderness.

Slowly, you sip your ice-cold martini as

delicious wafts of supper reach your nostrils.

The skilful hands of your reflexologist iron out

the kinks in your insteps after a long day in

the dusty jeep and lull you into a deeper state

of relaxation. But… hang on a sec, what’s

this? Where’s the boot-rot, the scorpions in

your sleeping bag, the tang of mosquito

repellent? A pampering safari? A ‘spafari’?

Surely wilderness holidays are all about

wrestling snakes, living in a tent, not washing

for a week? Well not any more.

The spa has well and truly arrived in the

wilderness. Some of the world’s most

incredible spa retreats are now to be found

literally, in the middle of nowhere. There is

even an online company called

www.spafari.com, dedicated to organising

holidays all over the world with the perfect

balance of trek and therapy.

Certain wilderness holiday fans might

disagree that this progression towards a joint

spa and safari escape is a logical one. But with

even the most established African lodges now

having to compete with brand new spa retreats

opening up close by, minds are changing.

Catherine Ronan of Tanzania safari

specialists, Natural High, said: “everyone has a

different idea of luxury. Personally, a safari for

me is never really about the lodge. But if spa

treatments and luxury is something that you

want to be a part of your safari there are some

incredibly luxurious lodges out there now.”

The safari experience – whether it’s a

horse-riding trek into the Australian jungle or a

jeep ride into the searing heat of desert sand

dunes – is complemented perfectly by the cooling,

cleansing calm of a spa treatment. On paper, they

appear to stand in total binary opposition to one

another; one ‘masculine’ determined to get filthy,

sweating it out in the bush, staring nature at her

most ferocious full in the face; the other

‘feminine’ concerned with cleansing, pampering,

being soothed. But this combination of wilderness

and luxury is proving to be one of the most

popular new holiday trends.4
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And actually, without the feminine contribution to the fledgling male-dominated 19th century travel

industry, the modern wilderness holiday may never have come about in the first place.

Some of the most established safari areas in Kenya, Tanzania and Namibia are bringing luxury into

the wilderness and creating retreats that expand travellers’ horizons in every conceivable way. The

modern safari spa lodge takes you to a far off outback for a collection of experiences that will both

challenge and rejuvenate the body while nourishing the soul and broadening the mind. Safaris have come

a long way since 19th century ‘great white hunters’ posed for grainy photos in safari suits and strange

bowler-type hats. Who hasn’t felt a huge lurch of regret when looking at them holding up the head of

some great beast unfortunate enough to have crossed the hunters’ rifle sights? 

But the word safari has nothing to do with the slaughter of animals and

everything to do with adventure, travel and discovery, and the origins of the

safari are as ancient as the baths in Rome.

Derived from the East African Arabic verb ‘safara’ meaning ‘to make a

journey’, the noun ‘safariya’ is a voyage or expedition. From this came the

Swahili synonym, safari – meaning simply ‘journey’. As the word has

evolved, so has the meaning of safari itself. From a dark history of 18th

century slaves traded by Africans, particularly the legendary Tippu Tib, for

the Arabian, Indian and Chinese markets, to the hunting of ivory and rhino

horn, safari is now a globally recognised holiday that helps considerably with conserving the precious

animals and habitats on which it once preyed. It is also about introspective exploration, a journey within

and back in time.

Patrick de Wilde, says in his book Safari, (Flammarion) ‘A safari is a state of

mind, a way of life, a return to our roots... Now that it is no longer a question of

killing the animal but of watching it go about its business, this sport has become

a voyage, an initiation, a hunt for the other and for oneself via the animal.”

De Wilde conveys that unique feeling of experiencing a spontaneous

moment in the wild. Encountering a piece of untouched and untouchable nature

is priceless, pure and spiritual. It is this moment that brings wilderness fans

back again and again: to connect with the wild thing that lurks within us all,

to be swept away on a journey of the soul. And what better way to compound

that sensation of the purely spiritual than with a treatment that awakens,

detoxifies and stimulates the physical? 

As well as a historical and literal journey, the safari has also taken its own

physical journey, with modern safari holidays possible in just about all the

planet’s most breathtaking natural worlds. The

best of these take the spa with them, promising

an intoxicating blend of ancient ritual, wild

scenery and modern therapy.

Like the word, the concept of the safari

holiday originated of course, in the great

wilderness of Africa. During their expeditions,

European naturalists and hunters revealed the

African wildlife to be an exhaustible resource.

They pioneered the notion of conservation and,

taught by locals, became experts in bush lore.

Some also at this time went on safari just for the

joy of travelling. Edward Paice tells of Norwegian

runner, Mensen Ernst, who set out to run from

Cairo to Capetown in 1842, purely for fun. Sadly,

dysentery killed him 315 miles into his journey,

but his gusto for travel lived on.

At this time, women came to be associated

with enterprising travel just for pleasure in Africa.

As historian Edward Paice writes on

www.travelafricamag.com: “Theirs were less

intrusive safaris than those of their male

counterparts, devoid of the machismo of naming

peaks or shooting lions but no less adventurous.”

So began the female influence on

appreciation of the wilderness: the most recent

manifestation of which is obvious in the

introduction of these remotest of spas.

Paice continues: “in its modern form the

safari, a journey not just in the physical sense

but of the imagination, has extended beyond the

geographical boundaries of the Swahili-speaking

world. Like Africa, it has also continually

reinvented itself. It is a dynamic entity and

incorporates a cocktail of features from its long

and exciting history.”

Of course, many of the great wildernesses

are far tamer than they once were, but the

adventure and sense of freedom remain integral

to the ever-vibrant safari holiday. The

experience of the wilderness has always been

an intensely personal one. Now, whether it’s

watching whales in Mexico or learning about

training elephants in Thailand, you can choose

to have the promise of your favourite massage

to look forward to at the end of the trail.

Yes, it is still a jungle out there.

But back at the lodge, it’s all about the spa-ah.

The Spavox Guide to the Best Remote Spas...

THE SAFARI. THIS JOURNEY INTO THE WILDERNESS IS AN ANCIENT QUEST FOR FREEDOM,
ROMANCE, ADVENTURE AND DISCOVERY. IT IS AN ODYSSEY OF MIND, BODY AND SOUL.

ADD TO THIS THE SYBARITIC RITUAL OF BATHING AND YOU HAVE THE PERFECT
COMBINATION OF NATURE AND NURTURE.
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K I N G  P A C I F I C L O D G E
B R I T I S H  C O L U M B I A ,  C A N A D A

This spectacular retreat really is a wilderness paradise. Moored in the 

shelter of Barnard Harbour on Princess Royal Island, King Pacific Lodge

is hailed as the world’s number one Wilderness Lodge by Andrew

Harper’s Hideaway Report. In 2006, this prestigious publication, widely

considered the ultimate guide for sophisticated and discriminating

frequent travellers looking for the most luxurious, unspoiled getaways,

described this floating lodge as: “a ritzy Nirvana”.

This extraordinary resort which is open from May until October, is

designed for absolute comfort and positioned to capture the most

spectacular views possible. Not that they had to work hard on selling the

beauty of the landscape, but they do go the extra mile helping 

guests to explore.

Guided activities include sea kayaking, hiking, wildlife observation

and fly-fishing. The latter begins with a ride in the lodge helicopter.

As you’d expect from a hideaway of this calibre, the spa is

spectacular. When it opened in 2001, the spa quickly became a main

reason that guests returned. The combination of challenging natural

pursuits and luxurious spa treatments has really made this retreat the

award winner that it is.

Spa treatments take their inspiration from the nature and geography

all around the lodge. Ease your hiking aches with Raindrop Therapy,

where ten different essential oils are dripped over your body and

massaged in. Or try the Canadian Shield, a combination of treatments

designed to focus on soothing sore backs and necks.

L A S  V E N T A N A S  A L  P A R A I S O
L O S  C A B O S ,  M E X I C O

OK, so this one isn’t as remote as the others featured here. But it is on the Mexican Los

Cabos peninsula, which gives it a real feeling of remoteness. For those who adore an

unspoiled landscape and exquisitely planned excursions into the wild, but still 

like to be relatively close to civilisation, Las Ventanas will take some beating.

Sandwiched between the Pacific and the Sea of Cortez, this idyllic retreat

is a seriously luxurious destination. And the safaris they can organise for you -

diving down to swim with the undersea-life, driving you into the desert, whale

watching or sea kayaking - will be just as moving as a day spotting elephants

in an African jeep.

Las Ventanas al Paraiso means, “a window to paradise”. Every view from

this hacienda style slice of Old Mexico is stunning, whether you’re taking in the

mountains or the sapphire waters of Cortez.

The spa here is brand new and state of the art. If you like, your personal

‘spa butler’ will liaise with you before you leave your home in order to create

the ideal spa schedule for you. On top of that, you can enjoy your treatment in

the spa itself, or the beach pavilion or even at sea aboard the resort’s 55-foot

yacht. There is even a special spa programme for pets. Las Ventanas has a

string of awards to its name including the coveted AAA 5-diamond award. It’s also on

Condé Nast’s gold list and one of Harper’s top 20 international Hideaway Resorts.

“A SAFARI IS A STATE OF MIND, A WAY OF LIFE, A RETURN TO OUR ROOTS... NOW THAT
IT IS NO LONGER A QUESTION OF KILLING THE ANIMAL BUT OF WATCHING IT GO ABOUT

ITS BUSINESS, THIS SPORT HAS BECOME A VOYAGE, AN INITIATION, A HUNT FOR THE
OTHER AND FOR ONESELF VIA THE ANIMAL.”

PATRICK DE WILDE SAFARI (FLAMMARION)

KING PACIFIC LODGE

255 West 1st Street, Ste 214,

North Vancouver, British

Columbia, Canada V7M 3G8

T: +604 987 5452 

or toll-free 888 592 5464

F: +604.987.5472

info@kingpacificlodge.com

www.kingpacificlodge.com

The lodge is accessible by air

only. The international gateway

is Vancouver. Guests travel to

the lodge in a privately

chartered plane to Bella Bella

on the North Coast where they

transfer to floatplanes to take

them to the lodge (included in

the package price).

LAS VENTANAS AL PARAÍSO,

A ROSEWOOD RESORT 

KM 19.5 Carretera Transpeninsular,

San Jose del Cabo, Baja California

Sur 23400, Mexico

T: +52 624 144 2800

F: +52 624 144 2801

E: lasventanas@rosewoodhotels.com

www.lasventanas.com

      



It’s really impossible to look at wilderness

holidays without considering South Africa,arguably

the home of the modern safari. Tucked away in a

private wildlife reserve, Witwater Safari Lodge and

Spa is acclaimed with a 5* rating by the Tourism

Grading Council of South Africa.

Located in malaria-free Waterberg, Witwater is

set on the banks of the lush Phalala River with its

white waters - from where Witwater gets its name.

Choose to stay in the main lodge, family-orientated River lodge or enormous four-

bedroom Leopard lodge. These last two both have private swimming pools. Or perhaps

you’d prefer to be right in the arms of nature, up in the trees in a tent under thatch?

These traditional structures are linked with wooden walkways but inside, they are all

equipped with a steam shower or spa bath.

After a dusty day in the jeep, spotting nature’s most magnificent creatures

including rhino and cheetah, there are plenty of indulgent spa treatments at the

Witwater “Wellness in the Wilderness” spa to soothe your rattled bones. Massages, hot

stone treatments and wraps - there will be something for every day of your stay here.

Their signature treatment stimulates the muscles of the back and neck - perfect.

W I T W A T E R
S A F A R I  L O D G E
&  S P A
S O U T H  A F R I C A

WITWATER GAME RESERVE 

T: +27 11 675 0000 

F: +27 11 675 1848 

PO Box 68236 Bryanston 2021 

Republic of South Africa 

E: info@witwater.com 

www.witwater.com
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A N A N T A R A  S P A  
T H A I L A N D

Ever fancied yourself as a bit of an elephant trainer? Well at

Anantara spa resort in the heart of Northern Thailand’s Golden

Triangle region you can do just that. Set on a

spectacular hilltop, about an hour’s drive from Chiang

Rai airport, Anantara overlooks the Ruak and Mekong

rivers. Beyond, are visible the borders of Myanmar and

Laos. So you get to see three countries from your

bedroom window.

Terraced in 65 hectares of tropical gardens this

retreat boasts its own elephant camp. Guests may

learn how to be an elephant driver or ‘mahout’, or

perhaps even watch a game of elephant polo. Other

activities include treks into the surrounding hills, a

cooking school and of course, the spa.

Unique to this spa is the Anantara four handed

massage. Two therapists work in rhythmic harmony

using methods from Thai, Swedish, Lomi Lomi, Balinese

and Japanese Shiatsu techniques to create this

unforgettable sensation.

For those whose idea of perfection is to watch the

wilderness from a reverential distance, there is a choice

of restaurants and a pool bar, all of which share the hilltop view.

Audley Travel, who specialise in tailor made journeys, suggest

staying at Anantara for a few blissful days before venturing into

Laos by river. You can also take guided excursions into the

surrounding countries, including Burma, as part of your stay.

This intimate, peaceful retreat is the only 5*

residential spa in the Tweed Valley, located

within the rim of the world’s largest extinct

shield volcano. This stunning area of Australia is

the home to five World Heritage listed National

Parks, including

Mount Warning, the

towering eroded

central basalt

chamber of the

volcano.

It is here, in the rain

forests of the Tweed

Valley that reality

show, “I’m a

celebrity get me out

of here” - where celebrities are challenged to live

in the jungle for two weeks - is filmed for UK TV.

Catering for a maximum of just 6 guests, the

emphasis here is most definitely on pampering

with a view. Tracy Parker, owner of Hillcrest,

doesn’t employ any full-time staff so guests are

greeted by the owners when they arrive. This,

along with the one-on-one service and the incredible

natural beauty of the surroundings, is why Tracy’s

guests are keen to return. She says: “guests tell us

they love the peace, privacy and attention to detail.

[We have] extensive local knowledge that can send

them to out of the way places that the ‘tourist

trailers’ know nothing about.”

Tracy and her husband, Clive, are constantly

seeking ways in which to ensure their guests

have the best possible time. There is a heated

outdoor salt-water pool - they encourage

midnight swims - and spa treatments should be

enjoyed outside on the verandas, with the

magnificent view engulfing you.

Of Hillcrest’s reputation and 5* rating, Tracy

says: “we are constantly being told that we

manage to make guests feel special and

pampered without compromising their privacy.”

They have won a string of awards including

Northern Rivers Regional Tourism Hall of Fame

2005-2006 and annual Regional Excellence in

Tourism Awards from 2000 to 2005.

www.hillcrestbb.com

H I L L C R E S T M O U N T A I N  V I E W  R E T R E A T
T W E E D  V A L L E Y  N S W  A U S T R A L I A

ANANTARA RESORT 

GOLDEN TRIANGLE, THAILAND

229 Moo 1Chiang Saen 

Chiang Rai 57150 Thailand

T: +66 (0) 5378 4084

F: +66 (0) 5378 4090

E: infogt@anantara.com

www.anantara.com

WITWATER GAME RESERVE 

HILLCREST MOUNTAIN VIEW RETREAT

Upper Crystal Road

Crystal Creek via Murwillumbah

Tweed Valley  Northern NSW 2484

Australia

T: +61 (0)2 6679 1023

www.hillcrestbb.com
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